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Look who's on the cover
of People magazine!!!
YES, it's our National
Teacher of the year
Guest Speaker!!!

Juliana Urtubey

Look for Claudette
Yarbrough's Begin Again
Differently audiobook
release on December 8!
Use the QR Code to order!

My dad is a
music teacher,
and when my
students were
really struggling
with their
emotions — if
you think about
kids with
learning
differences, rules
shifting is a very
scary thing — I
invited him to
come into our
class once a week
and it became a
thing.
All of my students would chime in, and then
their brothers and sisters and cousins and
whoever else was at the house would sit around
the screen for music time. We got so good at it
that towards the end of the school year, our
karaoke turned into a reading lesson. It was one
of those things that reminded all of us that we
can come together when things are really hard.
One thing teachers don't want to do is minimize
the struggle — people just faced so many
hardships — but we do want to ride the joy and
[the moments] where we all learned that coming
together makes us stronger. I think that children
were the ones who reminded us, this is why
we're doing this, this is where the hope is.

CLASSROOM CONNECTION
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Have a question about teaching or need some advice
to become more effective? Submit your question
here to have it featured in an upcoming newsletter
in this section. To submit a question visit:
https://forms.gle/Rxge73BpqdHMj1N66

YES, INC. PROGRAM UPDATES:
Stay tuned for information on a very exciting YES,
Inc. 27th year anniversary opportunity!

VISIT US AT WWW.YESEEP.ORG
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT SERVICES INC, 511 FREDERICKSBURG
RD, SAN ANTONIO, TX 78201, (210) 735-2341

TIPS FOR SELF-CARE
The holidays are here and as an educator, you likely
spend a lot of your day thinking about others. Did that

Make time for yourself every day!

student turn in his or her assignment? Did that parent
send you another text (again)? Did your administrator
see that email? More than likely, thinking about others

Spend time with others who bring you joy!

doesn’t stop for you at the end of the school day when
you head to pick up your own child or figure out
something to make for dinner.
The life of a teacher can be hectic, and often, we know
that educators don’t always make enough time for
themselves in any given day. Self-care isn’t just a trend

Build an encouragement box! ( A "rainy
day" box full of positive notes, thank you
cards, inspirational quotes, drawings from
students, etc. from throughout the years)
Relax and enjoy yourself

on Instagram; it should be a priority for everyone
including you! Don't forget to take some time for
yourself Here are some things to keep in mind when
thinking about what self-care can look like in your
daily routine:

Ask for help when you need it!
Prioritize your mental health!

SHARING SUCCESS:
Share a success you’ve had with your classroom or students so
that others can learn from your experience
To Share Your Success with us visit
https://forms.gle/MNjjnw4LkZDWUts79

